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Abstract

Since the groundbreaking work of Nichols (1992) it has been clear that the use of typological databases for making inferences regarding linguistic prehistory could potentially have much to offer. The recent availability of larger typological databases such as Haspelmath et al. (2005) has brought the linguistics community closer to having a solid, empirical foundation for making actual claims about prehistoric migrations, deep genealogical relationship, and patterns of areal linguistic interaction. Nevertheless, still more data are needed, and more than anything a number of methodological problems need to be addressed. These problems, which are the focus of this paper, include the following. How might we go about distinguishing diffusion from genealogical inheritance when looking at structural similarities among languages? For how long may we expect to continue to see a difference between traces of relatedness and traces of diffusion? What effects do factors such as speed of migration, the time depth of interaction among a certain set of languages or the rate of diffusion have on the similarities among initially related languages on the one hand and initially unrelated languages on the other? These questions will be addressed from two perspectives. The first perspective is an empirical one, where observations primarily derive from analyses of the data of Haspelmath et al. (2005). The second perspective is a computational one, where simulations are drawn upon to test the effects of different parameters on the development of structural linguistic diversity. The results suggest that there is indeed some hope that we may derive new empirical insights regarding linguistic prehistory by drawing upon typological data. We do not, however, make any specific
empirical claims in this paper, but instead concentrate our efforts on methodology.
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1 Introduction
This paper investigates the relationship between typological similarity and geographical distance among languages. Because of the effect of diffusion (transfer of structural features among languages due to contact among speakers) it is expected that we should observe the phenomenon known among population geneticists as ISOLATION BY DISTANCE (IBD), that is, a relation where increased geographical distance results in greater differences—in this case among languages. This relationship is expected to obtain whether or not the languages in question are related. Nevertheless, while an IBD-effect is expected to occur universally, the effect might be enhanced or diminished by different factors such as initial similarity among language (henceforth domination) vs. initial non-similarity (henceforth fragmentation), rates of diffusion, rates of internal language change, speed of migration, and perhaps other factors. How do these various factors affect the relationship between structural similarity and geographical distance? For instance, should we expect that languages which are related tend to be as different from one another as languages that are not related at great geographical distances? Should we expect that the relationship between structural differences and geographical distance among the languages in a family tend not to be distinguishable from the relationship between structural differences and geographical distance among languages that are not related if, for whatever reason, the former languages have suffered more diffusion, migration or internal change?
Another set of questions which this paper will be concerned with is to what extent qualitatively different typological datasets may have an effect on our ability to discern the footprints of language history. More specifically, we shall investigate whether it makes a difference when one uses binarily as opposed to ternarily or quarternarily etc. encoded features and we shall also look at whether or not it has an effect on one's results whether the values of the features used stand in a gradual relationship to one another or not (illustrative examples and more clarification of this issue will be given below).

The problem area will be introduced by means of empirical examples produced by comparing structural diversity among languages of Eurasia, Africa, and the New World as a function of geographical distance. These examples, which merely serve as an illustration of the types of differences in distributions that the typologist is likely to encounter, are introduced in the following section. Because of limitations in the data the examples can merely serve as illustrations of how actual empirical distributions might look like; they do not suffice to serve as actual case stories of how aspects of prehistory may be inferred from linguistic data. The remainder of the paper presents various computer simulations from which distributions which are in some respects similar to the empirical examples are be predicted to occur. By varying the parameter settings we investigate the two sets of questions raised in the above paragraphs.

To our knowledge, computer simulations have never before been used to answer the specific questions raised here regarding the relationship between structural differences and geographical distances, nor have they been used to investigate the properties of typological datasets. Nevertheless, a small but growing number of researchers have drawn upon computer simulations and mathematical models to investigate other aspects of linguistic evolution, including the development of linguistic diversity (Abrams and Strogatz 2003, Sutherland 2003, Patriarca and

2 Empirical examples: distributions of language diversity in Africa, Eurasia, and the New World

The data drawn upon in this section are provided by The World Atlas of Language Structures (Haspelmath et al. 2005, henceforth WALS). WALS contains 138 maps showing the distribution of different phonological, lexical, and grammatical features for a sample of languages that varies in size among maps from roughly 100 to 1200 languages. The present study draws on 134 of the 138 features, excluding features that involve redundant data. Each feature has anywhere from two to nine discrete values. The total number of languages from which data are drawn in WALS is 2560. The present study excludes pidgins, creoles, and sign languages, leaving 2488 languages. The classification used in WALS, which we also adopt here, represents an attempt to follow the views taken by the majority of special-
ists and results in 205 families and isolates. The families are defined on the basis of inheritance, and languages in different families have no generally acknowledged common ancestor. In order to investigate diffusion as distinct from inheritance, the present study includes all possible pairwise comparisons of languages in different families, and no comparisons of languages in the same family.

The difference between languages in different families as a function of the geographical distance between the languages was measured in the following way. For each pair of languages, their distance was calculated from the latitudes and longitudes in the WALS database, where the location of each language is defined as a spot somewhere near the center of the region where the language is spoken (see Comrie et al. 2005: 7 for more detail). Pairs of languages were then grouped according to distance in ranges such as 0-500 km, 500-1000 km, 1000-2000 km, etc. For each of the 134 features, the average difference between the paired languages in a group was defined as the number of pairs with different values of the feature, divided by the number of pairs for which feature was attested in both languages. These proportions were averaged across the 134 features and expressed as a percentage to represent the overall difference of the language pairs in a group. Figure 1 plots difference as a function of mean distance, separately for languages in Africa, the New World, and Eurasia.

All three curves show a clear effect of diffusion. Difference is least between languages less than 1000 km apart, and then increases with increasing distance. Superimposed on this general trend are some possible differences among the curves. For languages less than about 5000 km apart, the curve for the New World suggests greater differences between languages than do the other curves. For languages more than about 5000 km apart, the curves for Africa and the New World appear to approach asymptotes, while the curve for Eurasia continues to rise, but increasingly less so the larger the distance. Despite differences, all three curves show the
effects of isolation by distance (IBD). This term, which we borrow from population genetics, was defined by Wright (1943) and refers to situations where large genetic correlations are found among spatially proximal populations and drop off smoothly as the distances among the populations decrease. Discussion and examples are found in Epperson (2003:14-25). One illustrative example is the study by Sokal and Menozzi (1982) of different allele frequencies for HLA blood group loci in European and Middle East populations. Large autocorrelations were found within a range of approximately 700 km, lesser positive values within an approximate 700-1400 km range and negative values beyond this range. A notion from geography which is similar to IBD in biology is ‘TOBLER’S FIRST LAW OF GEOGRAPHY, which states that “everything is related to everything else, but near
things are more related than distant things” (Tobler 1970). For linguistics, Nerbonne and Kleiweg (forthcoming) define what they call ‘THE FUNDAMENTAL DIALECTOLOGICAL POSTULATE’ as follows: “Geographically proximate varieties tend to be more similar than distant ones”. Their Figure 1, which is very similar to our Figure 1, illustrates how differences among dialects depends on distance (similar curves have been published by Séguy 1973 and Goebl 1984). This principle or postulate, then, is equivalent to IBD, but we shall use the latter term because it has a longer history of use.

It is appropriate at this point to introduce some hedges about the differences among the three curves. For conventional statistical tests, the units of analysis must be independent of each other. Language families are obviously not independent with respect to diffusion between them; moreover, the 134 features are not independent either, because some are known to be related to each other while others may also be related even if the implicational relations have not yet been discovered by typologists. Consequently, it is not clear whether the relatively small percentages that separate the curves are statistically significant. We must therefore restrict ourselves to presenting these examples as possible examples of different relationships between structural difference and geographical distance. As we shall see, some support for the hypothesis that they are, indeed, possible examples is provided by computer simulations. Taken together, the suggestive empirical data and the simulations about to be presented provide sufficient motivation for going on to consider various ways to explain such presumably possible distributions. Whether Figure 1 adequately reflects differences among languages in different parts of the world is a question which cannot be approached until more language data and a statistically better supported understanding of typological dependencies become available. This may well take several years.
3 Differences in IBD-effects and their possible causes

3.1 Intuitive/common-sensical explanations

Looking at the examples in Figure 1 and assuming, for the sake of the argument, that it adequately reflects differences among these three parts of the world, how might we then explain such differences? The following are some factors that intuitively could be involved in producing the differences in the curves.

*Differences in diversity.* If the Americas were populated by a single wave of migration, as a growing body of genetic evidence suggests (most recently Stone and Stoneking 1998, Silva Jr. et al. 2002, Tarazona-Santos and Santos 2002, Zegura et al. 2004) then all New World languages might share a single ancestor or descend from relatively similar languages. At the time when the migration would have taken place, the Eurasian languages would already have suffered thousands of years of differentiation. If such a relatively recent shared ancestry of New World languages obtains, it seems likely that these languages, even at great geographical distances, could be more similar than Old World languages spoken similarly large distances apart. This whole scenario, however, seems to be belied by the African languages, which, at any distance, are more similar than the New World languages. On the other hand, there might also be an effect pulling in the opposite direction of less diversity which starts to set in when a continent is fully populated (cf. Nettle 1999b).

*Rate of migration.* Leaving aside Africa for the moment, we could compare the curves for the New World and Eurasia. We do not know how long it took until the Americas were populated. The archaeological evidence tells conflicting histories. On the one hand, the migration of paleo-indians is supposed to have
involved Beringia, on the other hand the earliest archaeological evidence for human presence comes from caves in South America. Nevertheless, it seems likely that the migration went relatively fast. A fast migration into a territory which was presumably previously not occupied might account for the difference at large distances between the curves for New World and Eurasia.

More similarity at short distances in the Old World areas of Africa and Eurasia might be a symptom of sedentism. When farming is the prevalent subsistence pattern people tend to migrate less. At short distances people belonging to different ethnic groups would therefore enter into prolonged contact. Inversely, if the dominating means of subsistence is hunter-gathering, the same geographical places would not witness contact taking place among certain ethnic groups for very long periods at a time. Different groups would acquire new neighbors at relatively short intervals. Therefore, at short distances languages would be less similar in hunter-gatherer societies than in farmer societies. If this hypothesis is correct and if it is correct that there are significantly more hunter-gatherers in the New World than in Eurasia and Africa, then we have an explanation for the differences in the three curves at 0-5000 km.

Rate of diffusion. Possibly languages in the Americas tend to show less diffusion (i.e., less transfer of features from one language to the other) than languages in the Old World, for one or the other reason. We could imagine, for instance, that the group(s) who were successful in initially populating the New World were endogamous. If there was just one group initially it would actually have had to be endogamous because there would not be any other group from which to pull marriage partners. Endogamy could have continued to be a prevailing trait among Native Americas for enough time that an effect of more differences among New World languages at short distances (0-5000 km) compared to areas of the Old World might obtain (this argument is due to Cecil H. Brown, in personal commu-
These various thought experiments lead us to doubt that there will be simple and monolithic explanations for differences among linguistic IBD-effects. Instead, they suggest that a variety of factors could affect the types of distributions that we have been looking at. Factors that pull in the same direction may be difficult to tease apart, and it may be difficult to judge what the relative impacts of factors that pull in opposite directions are. It is therefore doubtful that at present we are going to make any progress in the study of linguistic IBD-effects from initially analyzing empirical data, even if the ultimate goal is to understand real-world situations similar in kind to the ones that are vaguely reflected in the data producing Figure 1. We instead turn to computer simulations which will allow us to look at different factors that might possibly affect linguistic IBD-distributions in isolation from one another. The following subsection presents a computational model suitable for such an investigation and subsequently we present the results of the implementation of this model.

3.2 Computational model for testing different hypotheses

In previous studies applying computer simulations to problems of language evolution different models have been developed. The ‘VIVANE MODEL’ (Oliveira et al 2006a-b) simulates the first occupation of a large continent by human beings who initially all speak one language, and the growing diversity of languages during this colonization. However, languages in that model were simply numbered consecutively, preventing a simulation of structural differences shown empirically in Figure 1. The language learning model of Nowak et al (2002) has a similar disadvantage. The computer models of Abrams and Strogatz (2003) (followed by Patriarca and
of Kosmidis et al. (2005), and of Schwämmle (2005) deal with relatively few languages, not with the thousands reflected in Figure 1. Thus we modify the ‘SCHULZE MODEL’ (Schulze and Stauffer 2005, 2006) (also used by Teșileanu and Meyer-Ortmanns 2006). Since readers of the present paper may not know this model or may not have easy access to the physics literature we describe it in some detail in the following.

A large square lattice is occupied by people speaking one language each. Each language (or grammar) is characterized by \( F \) features, each of which can take \( Q \) different integer values from 1 to \( Q \). Mostly we use \( F = 8 \). For the simplest binary case \( Q \) efficient bit-string algorithms have been used in the past, allowing larger \( F \), but for the present purposes we vary \( Q \) up to 9 and thus use only simpler programs (written in Fortran and available as langpotts26.f from stauffer@thp.uni-koeln.de).

Initially, only the top line of the lattice is occupied, and all others are empty. The people in the top line either all speak the same language (“dominant” start) or each one independently selects randomly one of the \( Q^F \) possible languages (“fragmented” start). Mainly, what we are interested in is to study the differences between fragmented and dominant initialization. (For dominance, the one initial language has the integer part of \((1 + Q)/2\) for all its features, i.e. the central value for odd \( Q \)).

For each time step (human generation), each occupied lattice site \( i \) can change its features and that of its neighbours following four probabilities \( p, q, r, s \) for four different processes i to iv:

i) Shift \((r)\): If a fraction \( x \) of people in the whole population speaks the language of site \( i \), then site \( i \) shifts with probability \((1-x)^2r\) to the language of one of its four lattice neighbours, randomly selected. (If this site is still empty, the new language is that used for the initialization, i.e. either the dominant one or a randomly
selected one.) This shift takes into account the tendency of humans to give up speaking minority languages.

ii) Change \((p)\): Each of the \(F\) features is randomly changed with probability \(p\). For zero diffusion probability (see next process) this change is to a randomly selected value for unordered features and to the old value \(\pm 1\) for ordered features; see section 4 for this distinction. (If in the ordered case the new value would be 0 or \(Q+1\), the old value is kept for this feature.) This change describes the language changes from one generation to the next.

iii) Diffusion \((q)\): In the case of diffusion, with probability \(q\) the new value is taken during the change of process ii from one of the four lattice neighbours, selected randomly and independently for each of the \(F\) features. In this way it is simulated how a language may take over traits from other languages. (If this neighboring site is still empty no diffusion takes place.)

iv) Migration \((s)\): Each of the four nearest neighbours (North, East, South and West) is checked, and nothing happens if it is already occupied. If it is empty, then with probability \(s\) it becomes occupied, with the same language features as on the original site \(i\). This original site \(i\) remains occupied. Migration, then, simulates the peaceful colonization of uninhabited territory by an expansion of the population.

In earlier papers published in physics journals, the first three processes were respectively denoted by the terms ‘flight’, ‘mutation’, and ‘transfer’, while process iv, which was not introduced in earlier papers, presumably would be called ‘diffusion’ there.

The differences between languages on the top line and those on the lattice line separated by \(d\) lattice spacings are calculated in two different ways for the ordered and the unordered features, discussed in Section 4 below: as the average number of features which are different (unordered case), and as the average sum of the
absolute differences in the features (ordered case). For binary features, $Q = 2$, this distinction vanishes. (In both cases we average only over occupied sites.)

The Schulze model and its variants were simulated without migration in several publications (mostly reviewed in Schulze and Stauffer 2006), as a function of the three probabilities $p, q, r$ and the total population $N$. For $r \simeq 1$ and large but finite $N$ a sharp phase transition was found between fragmentation and dominance: Either the system ends up fragmented, when each possible language is spoken by about the same number of people (if the population is not large enough, then a roughly random selection of all possible languages is spoken). Otherwise the system ends up dominated by one language spoken by the majority while the others mostly speak minor variants of this dominating language. Both final states, fragmentation or dominance, can be reached either from random fragmentation or from dominance. If we start with one person whose offspring lets the population grow up to a final stationary value, we necessarily start with dominance, and if we also end with dominance, we may have a maximum of the number of spoken languages at some intermediate time (Schulze and Stauffer 2005) as in Nettle (1999b). In the $p - q$-plane, one finds a transition line separating fragmentation (large $p$, small $q$) from dominance (small $p$, large $q$). If instead we select $r \ll 1$, final dominance may become impossible. In the present simulation of $L \times L$ square lattices, the population is $N = L^2$ and should be compared with the possible number $Q^F$ of languages. Perhaps for $N \rightarrow \infty$ also the time which dominance needs to emerge from fragmentation goes to infinity; thus mathematical limits should be considered with caution.
3.3 Results of the implementation of the model

A simulation using standard parameter settings is shown in Figure 2. Here and in the following figures we show the result after 70 iterations, when the results no longer change systematically. Only the topmost 10 lines of the $10001 \times 100001$ lattice are analyzed, comparing pairs of sites with the first one in the top line and the second one at distance $d$ exactly below the first. (The values remain constant also for longer distances up to 30.) We start from fragmentation (+) and dominance (x). (For fragmentation, already after 5 iterations the results no longer change.) For larger diffusion $q \approx 1$ instead of 0.9, the initially fragmented population would have changed later into one dominated by only one language, cf. Schulze and Stauffer (2006) and Stauffer et al. (2006). We assume that features
are ordered and measure differences between languages accordingly (see Section 4 below for more detail).

The standard parameter settings, then, are:

- internal language change: \( p = 0.5 \)
- diffusion: \( q = 0.9 \)
- language shift \( r = 0.9 \)
- migration: \( d = 0.5 \)
- number of features \( F = 8 \)
- number of feature values (states, choices) \( Q = 5 \)

Since at present we do not know how to translate empirical data into expected absolute probabilities for language change, diffusion, language shift and migration, all the values that we operate with should be looked upon as highly abstract. The same goes for the results of measuring structural differences and geographical distances. Nevertheless, a comparison of the empirical data with the results of the computer simulations suggests that a simulated distance of 2 roughly corresponds to a real-world distance of 5000 km. As suggested by Figure 1 as well as an average over all of the world’s languages (not shown here) this is the distance at which there tends to cease to be a significant inverse correlation between distance and structural similarity among languages of different families. With one exception (see Figure 4) all the simulations for the corresponding distance of \( \approx 2 \) similarly show a weakening of the correlation.

An important result of the simulations shown in Figure 2 is that a difference between initial fragmentation and initial domination continues to be preserved over long distances, even if this difference is diminished somewhat. This would mean that given two situations where all else is equal, we may be able to distinguish
between languages sharing a common ancestor and unrelated language by means of typological data. As we shall see, this ‘preservation of history’ does not result from all parameter settings, but it is the rule rather than the exception.

In the following we shall vary the settings to study the effects of each individual parameter.

### 3.3.1 Rate of diffusion

![Figure 3](image.png)

Figure 3: The effect of varying diffusion rate from 0.9 (Figure 2) to 0.1 (this figure). Legend: + = fragmentation, x = dominance.

Decreasing the rate of diffusion makes initially related language more different, but the effect of such a decrease diminishes with the distance. There is hardly any effect to be seen for fragmentation, cf. Figure 3. That is, diffusion has a greater effect on the degree of similarities among related than among unrelated languages.
This is a highly interesting result which is initially somewhat counter-intuitive, but it can nevertheless be brought to accord with the real-world situation. We know that diffusion is a highly potent force in language change. Nevertheless, we also see an immense structural diversity among the world’s languages. What could explain this apparent discrepancy is that whereas diffusion may make languages that are in contact with one another more similar, these regional similarities contribute to inter-regional diversity. It is possible to change from initial fragmentation to domination, but that requires the diffusion rate to be 0.999, as witnessed by simulations not shown here.

The structural diversity of initially similar languages is apparently more sensitive to the degree of diffusion than that of initially dissimilar languages. This is because when we start with fragmentation, we start with a random distribution and also end up with a nearly random distribution. When we start from dominance we start from a completely ordered distribution and induce changes leading to a nearly random distribution. That involves a greater difference in the distribution.

3.3.2 Rate of migration

We have tried to vary the migration probability to 0.1 and let the simulation run for 200 iterations to get stationary results. This has is virtually no effect. The curves are so similar that no difference can be made out visually although there are minor differences in the data. Possibly this lack of an effect relates to the set-up of the simulation where only members of fully-occupied lattice lines are compared.

3.3.3 Rate of language shift

A simulation where the rate of language shift was varied from 0.9 to 0.5 showed that this has no effect in the case of initial fragmentation. Although more language shift should reduce the number of languages, it does not affect the overall structural
diversity as measured in the total number of differences among language pairs. It stands to reason that, in the extreme case where the world’s population was divided up into, say, speakers of Chinese and English, the differences among these two languages might still correspond to the average differences among the current languages of the world. The rate of language shift does seem to have a small effect in the case of dominance. With more shift, the offspring of an initially uniform language become more similar, but this effect evaporates at large distances. Again, this is intuitively obvious. As in the case of the standard parameter settings the curves continue to be distinct at large distances. Given the high degree of similarity with Figure 2 we do not show the graph here.

3.3.4 Rate of language change

Figure 4 shows that reducing the rate of language change has no effect when initial fragmentation obtains, but has a drastic effect in the case of initial domination. In the former situation the effects of language changes, whether there are many or few, will tend to cancel one another out. In the latter situation internal language change is a major contributor to diversity. We have seen in 3.3.1 that the diffusion rate also affects initially similar languages, but only a small effect was found although we varied the probability from a low of $q = 0.1$ to a high of $q = 0.9$. Again, the real-world situation supports these results, which initially are perhaps surprising: given that there is a lot of structural diversity among the world’s languages, internal change has to be a strong factor since it has apparently continued to outweigh the combined effects of language change and diffusion from the beginning of the evolution of language several tens of thousand years ago to this very day. (This is not to say that we may forever continue to see the amount of diversity that we see today.)
Figure 4: The effect of varying the rate of language change from 0.5 (Figure 2) to 0.1 (this figure). Legend: + = fragmentation, x = dominance.

3.3.5 The transitional effect of a fully populated lattice

Up to this point we have seen that a difference between initial domination and fragmentation is preserved for large geographical distances. In Figure 5 we show what happens at many time steps when the lattice becomes fully populated. This is the point where the lowermost curve, which indicates the number of occupied sites, no longer increases. Initially, as we have also seen in the previous graphs, both fragmented and dominant start go asymptotically towards infinity; here this effect is shown by a line in the plot because we sum over the differences among the languages rather than showing averages. Then, at the transition point of complete occupation the initially different languages immediately reach a maximum of differences. At the same point, the initially similar languages rapidly increase
Figure 5: Results of a simulation showing the behavior up until the total 7001^2 or 49 million sites of the lattice are occupied and continuing for some 200 time steps beyond (yet more iterations did not result in further changes). The lower curve shows the number of occupied sites, the upper two curves the sum over all differences, summed over all occupied sites. The standard parameter settings, described in section 3.3, were used.

their differences and soon reach the same maximum as the initially different languages. From there on, nothing new happens: the systems have entered into equilibria. From this we can conclude that the overall difference between initial fragmentation and initial domination ceases to become preserved when all people are surrounded by neighbours with which to interact.

A plot of the differences by distance as done in the previous figures indicates that for \( t = 1500 \), when the whole lattice is occupied, the curves for initial fragmentation and initial domination agree, as would be expected. There is the usual IBD-effect, producing a rise in differences up to a distance of 2 and continuing but flattening out beyond this point. This is effect is due to diffusion and shift among
neighboring sites.

In the implementation of the lattice only immediate neighbors are allowed to interact, but in real life people may interact over relatively large distances in thinly populated areas. This means that the full occupation is a realistic description for the situation in many parts of the world.

4 Fingerprints of language history seen through qualitatively different datasets

The data from WALS that were used to produce the examples in Figure 1 involves a mixture of qualitatively different encodings. Features can have from 2 to 9 values and for some there is an internal relationship among these values while for others there is no such relationship.

An example of a binary feature is the presence vs. absence of future as an inflectional category (Dahl and Velupillai 2005). The linguistic typological database developed at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, which was drawn upon by Dunn et al. (2005), consists exclusively of binary features. An example of a WALS feature having nine values is the way that the plural category of nouns is expressed (Dryer 2005). Thus, the plural can be expressed by means of (1) a prefix, (2) a suffix, (3) stem change, (4) tone, (5) a mixture of the preceding, (6) reduplication, (7) a separate word, or (8) a clitic; finally, (9) some languages do not have a nominal plural category.

When there is an internal relationship among the values we shall use the term ‘ordered feature’. An example of an ordered feature is the inventory of vowel qualities (Maddieson 2005). In Maddieson’s formulation of this feature, 2-4 vowels count as ‘small’, 5-6 as ‘average’, and 7-14 as ‘large’. Thus there are three values.
Presumably a language does not change its inventory of vowels directly from small to large but has to pass through a stage where the inventory is average. The same would hold for a change in the opposite direction. This feature, then, is (probably) ordered. The expression of the plural, in contrast, is largely unordered in the sense that a language can mostly change from having any of the possible values to any other. For instance, a language can just as easily go from not having a plural to having either a prefix or a tone expressing the plural. We say “largely unordered” because a language may be unlikely, for instance, to go from having no plural to having a mixture of different types of plural (value 5). It is typical for the WALS features that it is not always easy to decide whether they are ordered, semi-ordered or unordered. The feature involving velar nasal consonants (Anderson 2005) may serve as an example of this indeterminacy. Some languages do not have a velar nasal (i.e., the “ng”-sound of English thing), others may have such a sound but not in the beginning of words (as in English), and yet others may allow a velar nasal in the beginning of the word (this is common in, for instance, languages of Africa, South-East Asia or aboriginal Australia). For languages that allow final consonants it is rare to find cases where an initial velar nasal is allowed but not a final one. Thus, if a language goes from not having a velar nasal to allowing velar nasals word-initially we might expect that in most cases it would first pass through a stage where it only had word-final velar nasals (that is, if the language allows final consonants). But this is far from certain and would require more investigation. The example, then, serves to illustrate that classifying WALS features into ordered vs. unordered is an idealization. In reality, order is a matter of degree that would have to be determined by studying how often any pair of values of a given feature co-occur at genealogical language groups with a short history of differentiation. By this method, which has been explored by Michael Cysouw (personal communication, 2006), we could develop an idea about
the changes among feature values that are more likely to take place and thus determine to what degree a feature is ordered. To produce Figure 1, the WALS data were treated as unordered.

In the present context we are interested in studying the effects of different numbers of feature values on the outcome of historical linguistic investigations and we also want to know more about the effects of ordered vs. unordered features. For the latter investigation we must necessarily assume that a clean distinction between the two can be made, that is, we assume that the features used are of an ideal type.

For an unordered feature any difference in values will count as 1, whereas for an ordered feature a difference is counted as the absolute difference between the two values. For instance, for the feature of vowel inventory sizes mentioned above, a difference between value 1 (small inventory) and value 3 (large inventory) counts as 2 differences, whereas a difference between value 1 and 2 or value 2 and 3 both count as 1 difference.

4.1 Features having two vs. more than two values

In Figure 6 we show the differential behavior of binary as opposed to many-valued features. The curves for initial fragmentation and initial domination narrow in on one another for \( Q = 2 \); this means that it will get harder to discern a difference between related and unrelated languages in binary descriptions. For \( 3 \leq Q \leq 9 \) we merely see a parallel shift since the absolute differences may increase for increasing \( Q \) as opposed to binary ones. Thus, the curves for \( Q = 3 \) and \( Q = 9 \) are similar to those for \( Q = 5 \) shown in Figure 2, but the curves for \( Q = 3 \) lie lower than the curves for \( Q = 5 \) and those for \( Q = 9 \) lie higher.
Figure 6: The effect of using binary features (here) as opposed to many-valued ones (Figure 2). Legend: + = fragmentation, x = dominance.

4.2 Ordered vs. unordered features

Given that ordered features encode more information it is to be expected that such features will preserve the history of the initial difference between dominance and fragmentation better than unordered ones. Figure 7 is nevertheless an important demonstration of the validity of these expected results. It should be compared to Figures 2-4, but in particular to Figure 2, which has the same parameter settings except that the latter involves ordered features.
Figure 7: The effect of using unordered (this figure) as opposed to ordered features (Figures 2-4). Legend: + = fragmentation, x = dominance.

4.3 Conclusions regarding different results for different encodings of data

Sections 4.1-2 have shown that the linguist who wants to infer ancient language situations from current distributions of typological data cannot blame it on diffusion, language shift, migration or language change if languages that are known to share a common ancestry nevertheless look equally dissimilar at large geographical distances. Rather, the choice of typological features and the way that they are encoded is expected to be responsible. These two factors, are to a large extent, although not entirely, under the linguist’s control. Different typological databases in existence may serve to illustrate the range of choices. The database collected under the auspices of the Pioneers of Island Melanesia project (PIM) of the Max Planck
Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, i.e. the dataset drawn upon for Dunn et al. (2005), consists entirely of binary features (which are also, by definition, unordered). The database represented by WALS represents a mixture of everything from binary to 9’ary features, a few of which may be interpreted as ordered, some as unordered, and others as semi-ordered. Finally, the Autotyp database constructed by Balthasar Bickel and Johanna Nichols (http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~autotyp/) has as many values as the researcher feels necessary for capturing all important differences among functionally related categories. This set of values can be merged to fewer values if such a reduction is opportune for a given purpose. It is also possible to modify the number of feature values in WALS and the PIM data. The former dataset can be recast as binary features, each representing the presence or absence of a given feature value. By the opposite approach, the binary PIM features that pertain to related linguistic categories and have mutually exclusive distributions could be recast as many-valued features. Thus, much is up to the researcher. A linguist cannot decide to make a feature which does not exhibit any ordered behavior ordered. But unordered features can be excluded to strengthen the utility of the dataset for the purpose of making historical inferences.

5 General conclusions

When looking at different parts of the world it is found that typological similarities among languages strongly depend on geography. This dependency is not surprising, but the correlation between typological differences and geographical distance has nevertheless not previously been studied systematically. Known among biologists as isolation by distance, the dependency has been investigated intensively within genetics for well over half a century. While geneticists began employing computer simulations to study IBD-effects more than a quarter of a century ago,
this is the first linguistic study to use such a strategy.

Empirical data drawn from Haspelmath et al. (2005) suggest that the amount of differences among languages may vary for different regions even if the overall IBD pattern is similar. For this reason we set out to investigate how such differences in the curves might come about. Our computer simulations indicate that diffusion may cause languages to become more similar. This is hardly surprising, but a less trivial finding was that the effect is stronger among languages which share a common ancestor than among unrelated languages. Migration apparently contributes little to differences in diversity, although the particular set-up we have chosen for the simulation may be partly responsible for this result. Language shift has a no effect for unrelated languages and only a small effect for related ones. Similarly the effect of language change is only noticeable for related languages. Here, however, the effect is quite drastic. Thus, for related languages diffusion, language shift, and the rate of internal change may all affect the degree of diversity, whereas unrelated languages should show similar curves for IBD in different parts of the world given that nothing seems to affect these distributions.

Returning to our initial empirical example, we might, then, want to infer that the apparent greater overall similarity at large distances among the languages of the Americas when compared to different parts of the Old World potentially could be due to descent from a common ancestor or from languages that were similar in structure. If the languages of the Americas were as diverse at the time of the settlement of the continents as the languages of the Old World, we would not expect this difference, since neither rates of language change, language shift, migration or diffusion were found to have much effect on the degree of diversity among languages that start out as being different. Nevertheless, given limitations in the data and the preliminary nature of our computational investigations we do not wish to state this as more than a very weak hypothesis to be investigated in
future work. Instead, we wish to focus the readers’ attention on the methodological results.

An important finding was that the overall difference in diversity between related (or similar) and unrelated (different) languages is preserved at large geographical distances, at least up to the point where migration and population expansion has resulted in a fully populated area. It is not clear exactly just how fully populated an area must be to be equivalent to the fully populated lattice in our simulations. Thus, it is not certain whether we can expect to find areas in the world that are not fully populated in the sense of the simulations. Nevertheless we expect that for at least some areas it should be possible to verify empirically that related languages may be more similar than unrelated ones at large geographical distances, i.e. that ‘history is preserved.’

This preservation of history, we also found, is to a great extent dependent on the quality of the data. At large geographical distances, binary or unordered features will obscure the differences between related and unrelated languages, making them look equally dissimilar. This is an important methodological lesson for linguists wishing to make inferences about language history using typological data—an approach which is becoming increasingly more popular in historical linguistic research.

Computer simulations are a useful tool for making one’s assumptions explicit, testing hypotheses, and making predictions about real-world behavior. They do not simply substitute for and illustrate a hypothesis, but represent datasets in their own right. Simulated data need to be interpreted just like “real” data. Thus, the final word on the relation between structural diversity and geographical distance among languages is not said in this paper. We expect that other researchers will challenge our interpretations and hope that our findings may be tested by means of alternative simulation models and by attempts to verify or falsify the predictions
by means of empirical investigations.
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